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ALICE ALONE #2: Chicago
By 1930, life in the United States had changed dramatically from the
heyday of the 1920s’ Jazz Age. When the stock market crashed in 1929, the
country (and indeed, the world) began sliding into the depths of the
Great Depression. Southern agricultural states like Mississippi had
already been hit hard by a 65% drop in cotton prices in the early 1920s.
So when Wall Street collapsed and cotton dropped to only 15% of its
previous value, countless small farmers were bankrupted and transformed
swiftly from middle-class landowners, to starving sharecroppers, to
homeless migrants.
The poor and destitute Mississippians weren’t Alice’s concern, but the
dwindling social scene in Jackson was. As the economic crisis continued,
formerly rich landowners could no longer sustain their lavish city
lifestyles and fled the capital to salvage what they could of their rural
plantations.
Those who remained in the city—mostly politicians and the
invulnerably rich (like Alice)—quickly recognized that it was socially
inappropriate to dance while the national ship was sinking. For her part,
Alice saved many newly bankrupt acquaintances the humiliation of
suddenly having to work for their keep. With so many citizens on the
move, nobody would notice the odd one here or there who vanished.
In Jackson, Alice had learned to create a life for herself and how to
hide in plain sight amongst her prey. More than that, she had been a
great social success in Jackson—known for her fashion sense, her
unrivaled skill on the dance floor, and her lively, if odd, conversation.
But her time there was limited. Even without the economic meltdown to
urge her on, she would have had to leave soon. She’d lived in Jackson for
eight or nine years and those in her social circle had begun to comment
on her never-changing youthfulness.
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Alice left Jackson the same way she’d come—by rail. She joined the
mass exodus of the homeless and unemployed to northern cities. Rather
than walk the rails or hop a moving freight train as the poverty-stricken
did, she purchased passage in a private sleeping car. And thus arrived my
future sister to the great city of Chicago—my city—only twelve years after
Carlisle and I had left.
Sadly, the unemployment rate in Chicago was hovering around forty
percent, fifteen percent higher than the country as a whole. Not only was
the city filled with the migrant poor, but also with workers laid off as the
financial crisis shut down northern factories. But while the numbers of
homeless and hungry people increased, Chicago retained a solid core of
super-rich families who were little affected by the Great Depression.
Among the wealthy descendants of Marshall Field, Potter Palmer, Phillip
Armour, and Cyrus McCormick, Alice hoped to recreate the lifestyle she
had perfected in Mississippi.
She moved into a luxury suite of rooms at the renowned Palmer Hotel
where other wealthy Chicagoans lived as permanent residents. Twentyfive stories high, it was the most opulent hotel in the country with Italian
marble walls, gilded frescoes on coved ceilings, French chandeliers, and
monumental hand-carved staircases.
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Alice slipped into Chicago society like she’d been born to it—normally
a difficult feat. Living at the Palmer gave her an immediate
acquaintance with its upper-class occupants, plus her endless funds and
flair for mystery and drama drew humans to her like moths to flame. Her
specialty was throwing parties. Within two years, her gold-embossed
calling cards—delivered by a white-gloved chauffeur in a 1932 Nash
Phaeton limousine were the
most sought after among the
city’s socialites.
The masquerade balls
Alice hosted in the hotel’s
ballroom were notorious for
their decadence at a time
when a large part of the city’s
population couldn’t adequately feed its children. Alice drowned her
guests in champagne, caviar, and showered them with all manner of
luxury gifts before she feasted on them. Fair is fair.
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But even in Chicago, such public displays of wealth were widely
considered to be in poor taste. Increasingly, as the less fortunate created
tent cities and stood in line at soup kitchens visible from the hotel, the
wealthy who cared about their public image boycotted Alice’s
extravagant affairs. Unfortunately, the fewer guests who attended, the
more difficult it was to take her meals from among them. One missing
person in a hundred is much less noticeable than one in twenty or thirty.
Adaptable as always, Alice recognized that the truly fashionable
people were joining the crowds of artists and intellectuals who began to
question a society where the rich live in luxury while the poor die in the
streets. Alice began dressing down at night and wandering around
Towertown, a neighborhood just north of her hotel where hobos and
bohemians (“hobohemians”) gathered to debate the issues of the day. In
addition to being more “hip,” the area was a good hunting ground
because it remained active at night.
Walking down State Avenue in Towertown one evening, Alice noticed
several people step through a break in a brick wall and disappear.
Curious, she followed them through the hole, turned right, then left, and
found herself in a hidden alley. She walked a short distance until she
came upon an odd doorway into what looked like an abandoned
warehouse. It had the feel of a speakeasy, a secret club that illegally
served alcohol—common during the era of Prohibition.
Alice had visited speakeasies in Mississippi and always found them
convenient hunting grounds. Though the blood of drunks wasn’t as tasty
as clean blood, the victim’s foggy state of mind was an aid to the hunt
and drunkenness was an easily accepted explanation for why patrons
might disappear.
If this door led to a speakeasy, it certainly wasn’t well hidden, Alice
thought. Above it hung an orange-colored light and on it was painted a
strangely inviting message.
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DANGER…
DANGER…
STEP HIGH
STOOP LOW
LEAVE
YOUR
DIGNITY
OUTSIDE

The mysterious door brought to
mind Lewis Carroll’s
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
How could she not enter?
What Alice found in the dimly
lit basement at the bottom of the
stairs was an assortment of
unusual citizens. They were
anarchists, communists,
suffragists, artists, free love
advocates, hobos, prostitutes, and others whose beliefs or lifestyles ran
counter to the mainstream. The place was known as the Dill Pickle Club.
Alice was fascinated. This was a far cry from the kind of society she’d
become accustomed to. But it was multi-faceted and far more interesting
in its way.
On that particular night, a large group had gathered for a talk by a
notorious German doctor named Magnus Hirschfeld. He had created the
Institute for Sex Research in Berlin and spent much of his life advocating
for the rights of sexual minorities. Surely a man ahead of his time.
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Alice found herself rather ignorant of the issues presented, but she
liked the unusual crowd. She liked it even more when it dawned on her
that many of the elegant women and dashing men present were not what
they seemed to be. Among these people, Alice’s pale skin and eye-obscuring
veil attracted no notice whatsoever. After that night, Alice visited
frequently and found that when the Dill Pickle Club closed in the wee
hours of the morning, one or two stragglers could usually be found
walking home alone.
Back then, Alice wasn’t sentimental about feeding on the creatures she
lived amongst. The process of becoming a vampire naturally degrades
any empathy a newborn might have for humans. It’s a survival
mechanism, I suppose. Carlisle is the only vampire in my acquaintance
who never lost his empathy for humans and he spent many years trying to
destroy himself.
I believe Alice knew then about her future as a Cullen, but she also
knew that it was many years down the road. Thus, she had no immediate
incentive to forego human blood. She might have preferred to take a
vampire companion during this time, but she hadn’t found one. Though
she’d smelled vampires from time to time in Jackson, the scents belonged
to nomads who entered the city to hunt and then moved on.
I think it likely that Alice was then, as we are now, a very rare breed of
vampire—those who live among humans full-time. Perhaps she naturally
fell into that pattern because she had seen her future with us. I’ve never
asked her, actually.

Edward
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